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Dear Reader:

The Tech-Enabled Outsourced Business Services sector had a robust Q1 2021 with 96 transactions totaling nearly $8.251B in deal value compared to Q1 2020 which only had 22 in transactions and $1.733B in deal value (and one global pandemic). The beginning of 2021 was fueled
largely in part by mega deals with larger companies combining forces as we come out of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite COVID-19, our coverage markets continued to attract both strategic and financial buyers
who recognized the positive market shift underway with technology as well as continued disruption anticipated by the CFPB from a regulatory perspective.
With strong consumer sentiment and the vaccine rollout underway, the market is continuing to
see the Healthcare Revenue Cycle Management, Customer Relationship Management and Accounts Receivable Management sectors as attractive areas to place long-term bets.
At CAS, we closed a healthcare RCM deal, added a Digital Marketing Coordinator and brought
on two new interns via the CAS Cares Program.
We also started to travel a bit more this year as CAS sponsored and attended the ACA C100
meeting in Florida and my partner Mark headed out to Las Vegas for the RMA conference this
past week.
We remain excited about the remainder of the year and believe that we will see a lot of M&A
activity and many new entrants (domestic and international) into our coverage areas.
On a personal note, my wife and I just welcomed our 3rd child, Henry Penn Lamm, 7 lbs and 14
oz on April 11th. We couldn’t be any happier and tired at the same time!
To receive real time updates and news on tech-enabled OBS, please follow us on the social
media channels linked above.
Sincerely,
Michael Lamm
Managing Partner
Phone: (202) 904-7192
E-mail: mlamm@corpadvisorysolutions.com
LinkedIn
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RESOURCES
WEBINARS
ARM M&A Deal Talk: Ep. 30
• In this webinar, Michael Lamm talks about changes that need to be made and how
the pandemic is affecting the industry.
• Watch the webinar here!
M&A: Let’s Make a Deal
• Michael Lamm and Gary Tier of The Forwarder List discuss what is involved with
mergers and acquisitions in the collection industry, along with what we can expect
coming out of the pandemic.
• Watch the webinar here!

PODCASTS
ARM M&A Deal Talk with Michael Lamm
• An ongoing, podcast by Mike Gibb with Michael Lamm on a
different ARM subject during each session
• Listen to all the sessions here!
Leadership Fuel with Michael Lamm
• Leadership Fuel is a podcast series produced by ACA International
featuring Michael Lamm. This series shows how building and maintaining
strong leadership skills is a lifelong process that requires ongoing training
and a commitment to greatness.
• Listen to the most recent podcast here!

ARTICLES
ACA NEWS: “M&A Specialist Predicts Beginning of Transformation
		
in Corporate Culture”
• Technology in the ARM industry and the ongoing development of artificial intelligence 		
are shaping market trends.
• Read the article here!
Touchpoint by Firmex: “Michael Lamm of Corporate Advisory Solutions Answers the Proust 		
Questionnaire for Dealmakers”
• This interview features Managing Partner Michael Lamm, who shares his insights into 		
the art and science of dealmaking.
• Read the article here!
CAS: “Is a SPAC or Search Fund in Your Company’s Future?”
• Owners who would prefer to monetize their OBS companies, and take a well-earned 		
victory lap, should add SPACs and search funds to their list of potential exit strategies.
• Read the article here!
RMAinsights: “Mitigating the Next “Super Spreader”
•Fraud prevention and risk management in the remote work environment.
• Read the article here!
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CAS CLOSES A HEALTHCARE
RCM TRANSACTION IN Q1 2021
Although the challenges faced during the past year have
led to adaptations in our process, we have
successfully closed 6 transactions in 2020 and a RCM
transaction this first quarter in 2021.
Read more about the recent transaction here.
If you have any questions about M&A during the
pandemic, please contact our Managing Partners.
Mark Russell*
(301) 404-5757
mrussell@corpadvisorysolutions.com
Michael Lamm
(215) 717-8719
mlamm@corpadvisorysolutions.com

UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS
AFCC Spring Conference 2021
Managing Partner Michael Lamm- Registered Virtual Speaker
May 16-17,
Miami, FL/ Virtual
ACG SaaS & Tech-Enabled Services Deal Conference 2021
May 18-19
Virtual
ACA International Convention & Expo 2021
July 28-30
Las Vegas, NV/ Virtual

*Certain members of Corporate Advisory Solutions, LLC are Registered Representatives of StillPoint Capital, LLC, and
securities transactions are conducted through, StillPoint Capital LLC; Member FINRA/SIPC. StillPoint Capital is not
affiliated with Corporate Advisory Solutions, LLC.
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Tech-Enabled OBS Market Overview*

Source: Proprietary CAS Database

Q1 2021 OBS Deal Value and Count by Sector*

Source: Proprietary CAS Database

*We continue to reflect technology companies that service our coverage markets in the OBS Market
Overview chart above. We began to include technology service companies in Q1 2019. CAS believes
these companies characterize similar companies we have represented in the past. As technology
tranforms our markets, they should be included in our deal count.
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FinTech and Debt Settlement
CAS cites regulatory changes that are predicted to
continue to shape specialty finance.
The nature of the fintech industry is rapidly changing as we enter 2021, with surging growth
particularly for fintech lenders as they morph into banking roles to survive revenue volatility
associated with the pandemic.
As discussed in CAS’ Q4 2020 newsletter, fintech lenders were positioned to thrive in 2020
given their robust online infrastructures, giving them an advantage over many traditional
banks that struggled to move offline processes online. Adoption rates for online financial
solutions, such as contactless payments and digital bank accounts, have soared as consumers and business owners alike sought new solutions. Due to the rise of e-commerce,
contactless check deposits and money transfer, and payment processors with high exposure to online sales, fintechs blossomed in 2020 without the regulatory burdens of a bank.
Fintechs in general have expanded access to financial services during the pandemic. Most
firm types in this space reported strong first-half growth compared with the pre-pandemic
period a year earlier. On average, firms in areas such as digital asset exchanges, payments,
savings, and wealth management reported growth in transaction numbers and volumes of
13 percent and 11 percent respectively, according to the World Bank. However, the digital
lending sector dropped 8 percent by volume of transactions and experienced a 9 percent
jump in outstanding loan defaults. Loan originations for both traditional and alternative
lenders dropped as much as 36% in 2020 for personal loans, small- and medium-sized
business loans and student loans.
Despite the challenges presented by the pandemic related to decreases in origination volumes, fintech lenders who have survived the pandemic are positioned to thrive in the coming years, particularly after they have distinguished themselves as competitive alternatives
to traditional banks. S&P Global Market Intelligence is projecting that, beyond surviving,
fintech lending will rise significantly, surpassing 2019’s pre-COVID levels by 2024. Personal
loan fintech lenders are projected to rise by 51%, to $47.9 billion in originations annually.
Small- and medium-sized business fintech lenders are expected to rise by 16.1% to $15.8
billion. And the student lenders are forecast to rise 152% to $32.8 billion.
Given this newly acquired market position, many fintechs are now shifting gears and obtaining a financial role similar to those of traditional banks, some of which are fully embracing their banking capabilities by obtaining bank charters. For example, pioneer fintech
consumer lender Lending Club has also obtained a banking charter. After the acquisition
of Radius Bank, Lending Club is a primary example of alternative lenders taking the role of
traditional banks after the pandemic. After acquiring its banking charter in 2021, the company has since added $600M to its market cap.
While this movement from fintech to pseudo-bank comes at the cost of regulatory independence, there are many advantages to the banking role that leading fintech lenders are
embracing. This involves lower funding costs and a diversification of product offerings. Additionally, loans issued in 2020 decreased significantly for fintech lenders, leading to some
revenue volatility. Alternative lenders focused on small businesses experienced dispropor6

FinTech and Debt Settlement (continued)
tionately high default rates due to economic burden for small businesses caused by the
pandemic. Among other advantages, banking charters can provide revenue consistency in
exchange for higher regulation. Additionally, as conversation of fintech regulation increases in Congress, many fintech lenders are independently increasing compliance efforts to
bank-like levels.
For alternative fintech lenders under pandemic-induced pressure, independence has become a less attractive option, leaving some to enter into mergers with larger companies. As
such, M&A activity within the fintech lending space is currently very strong. For example,
Kabbage, a fintech startup that helped transform the funding landscape for small businesses during the pandemic, was purchased by American Express last year. Looking out into
2021, providers, whether new or old, will seek to buy solutions that expand their solutions,
integrate the customer experience, give data-backed insights back to the customer, and
simplify previously arduous processes.
Debt Settlement
The debt settlement industry experienced strong growth during the economic downturn
associated with the pandemic, caused by the countercyclical nature of the industry’s revenue streams. As the economy recovers at an increasing rate as vaccines are rolled out and
financial certainty is gradually regained, the debt settlement industry is expected to decline
slightly as default rates gradually decrease. However, this decline is expected to be delayed
as debt built up throughout the pandemic continues to default, with household debt still at
$14.56 trillion in Q4 2020 (a 1.4% increase from Q3). In general, demand for debt settlement
is projected to remain consistent in 2021.
While shortage of debt is a low-risk factor for the debt settlement industry, the sector faces
the greater challenge in 2021 of increased regulatory control under the Biden administration, the CFPB, and state legislators.
As previously discussed in CAS’ Q3 2021 Newsletter, while federal politics have substantial
effects on the debt settlement space, debt relief regulation is also a state issue that does
not always abide by partisan lines. 61% of households have full access to debt settlement
firms, a number that may decline in 2021 as states such as New York, North Carolina and
California continue to push forward on bills banning debt settlement practices in their respective states. In particular, the North Carolina Senate halted HB 1067 from reaching the
floor with bipartisan support in June 2020 in order to maintain the benefits debt settlement
brings to consumers. However, in February 2021, NC lawmakers moved again to shut down
debt settlement companies. The bill would also let NC civilians already under contract with
debt relief companies make existing contracts void, and the bill received backing from the
State Employees Credit Union. The bill asserts regulated consumer credit counselors as an
alternative to debt settlement, identifying lowered credit scores and misleading advertising
as primary drawbacks of the debt settlement process.
In addition, a number of debt relief companies have been banned in FTC settlements for
the existence of phantom debts. In March, in an going nationwide enforcement initiative
with state and federal law officials focused on bad actions, the FTC announced it reached a
settlement in two cases resulting in a ban on defendant’s operations in the debt collection
industry. Additionally, a coalition of 41 state attorney generals, led by NY, announced a
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FinTech and Debt Settlement (continued)
settlement with a bankrupt debt collection agency to resolve a multistate investigation into
a 2019 data breach. In conclusion, CAS has identified a trend of legislative action taken in
2021 against debt relief companies, which may pose a threat to the growth of the debt settlement industry in the future.
Furthermore, CAS has identified increased activity taken by the CFPB against debt settlement companies since President Biden’s appointment of Rohit Chopra as the director
of the CFPB. The main regulatory body, the CFPB, has gradually augmented its focus on
the industry, as discussed in the CAS Q4 2021 Newsletter. CFPB lawsuits against specific
debt relief firms increased in 2020 across multiple states, citing violations such as illegal
telemarking before terms of debt are settled, lack of transparency, misleading marketing and guarantees, and illegal advance fees, all of which violate the Telemarketing Sales
Rule (TSR). As anticipated, lawsuits against the debt relief industry has increased under
Chopra’s leadership for violations of the TSR and CFPA. CAS expects that this increased
regulatory control will continue in 2021 on the federal and state levels, making compliance
a mission critical priority for debt relief firms throughout the United States.

FinTech and Debt Settlement Spotlight
Company
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Overview

Spotlight

Founded in 2011, SimpleNexus provides
an online mortgage platform and mobile
app that specifically links different lenders
with borrowers and real estate agents. The
company’s platform allows loan officers to
become originate mortgages using their
smartphones to pull credit reports and
oversee all aspects of the loan process in
real-time.

Jan 5, 2021, SimpleNexus raised $108
million in Series B funding to continue
expanding its marketshare within the
eClosing and mobile mortgage sectors.
The Series B round was led by Insight
Partners and also included TVC Capital.
This comes in addition to previous funding
from Insight Partners in 2018, which totaled
$20 million.

Founded in 2003, DebtNext delivers
robust solutions for their clients’ recovery
management needs. The company utilizes
advanced technology to build functional
solutions to drive recovery optimization
and manage third-party collection agencies. Its platform dPlat offers seamless
data integration, user-friendly recovery
workflow management as well as intuitive
data analytics and reporting.

DebtNext’s platform is currently used by
some of the largest companies in the utility,
telecommunications, financial services,
and accounts receivable management industries. The company also delivers its own
DebtNext Collection Agency Accreditation
(DNCAA), a certification that includes
an on-site review, a detailed interview
process with key management associates
and a method to demonstrate an agency’s
comprehensive policies, procedures and
best practices.

Founded in 2014, MoneyLion offers a suite
of consumer financial tools. RoarMoney, a
mobile-banking app that enables consumer to manage day-to-day spending with
no hidden fees. Other modern offerings include Instacash, which provides users with
interest-free salary advances. MoneyLion
also has automated “robo-advising” tools
that help consumers plan their finances
and investments.

After 30 fintech SPAC IPOs took place
in the last half of 2020, popular fintech
sectors such as payments in banking,
insurance and investment management,
data analytics, and general financial
services are a focal point for the SPAC
trend. MoneyLion went public via SPAC,
in continuation of the SPAC-Fintech trend
that developed rapidly in 2020.
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Mitigating the Next “Super
Spreader”: Fraud Prevention and Risk
Management in the Remote Work
Environment
By Nicholas Ciabattone, Vice President
– Corporate Advisory Solutions

While social distancing and shifting to a virtual work
environment are believed by many to help curb the
spread of COVID-19, it is actually being labeled by some
as a “super spreader” event. While certainly a minority
viewpoint around the world, this view is prominent amongst professionals in the fraud
and financial crimes industry who feel COVID-19 has led to a wildfire-like spread of
fraud as more and more of the economy moves online and an influx of employees/individuals interact virtually.
For all the negative impacts associated with the coronavirus (of which there are many),
COVID-19 is among the most accomplished “lobbyist” for digital transformation in decades, helping to accelerate change in regulations and business processes in a matter
of months in a battle that has been plaguing stakeholders for many years. Select items
that have historically required a physical presence are now permitted to be done virtually. For example, ARM businesses are now permitted to operate virtually (varies by state).
For a consumer, opening an account at a bank doesn’t necessarily require you to physically go to a branch. Even court hearings are now being conducted via Zoom.
In a survey published by Gartner, a market research firm, over 74% of CFOs expect at
least some of their employees will continue to WFH (work from home) after the pandemic ends. The economic advantages are clear and very well published (decreased
commute time, improved employee morale, etc.), but a deeper look into a potential
downside of the growing trend is startling. Rushing to virtually connect remote workers
to the workplace, employers and personnel may have overlooked the importance of
security as they work to balance flexibility and cost – and cybercriminals have already
begun to take advantage. Securing remote work models now will likely save organizations much time and money and give them a long-term competitive advantage, particularly in identity and access management, in the cloud and in modernizing their network
architectures. Remote work vulnerabilities are top of mind for any CTO, and organizations may need to reassess their approach and controls related to addressing workforce
management, people culture and performance management skills.
Risks associated with internal fraud have heightened due to an abrupt change in work
practices. Enterprise-wide controls to prevent and detect fraud and network breaches
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may not be designed to operate in near-100% virtual environments. Anti-fraud, compliance and cybersecurity concerns may have also been deprioritized in favor of maintaining business-as-usual services. While management’s attention may be diverted to focus
on business operational metrics or client focus, employees are now under less scrutiny
and oversight than ever before, stressing the importance for compliant solutions to prevent fraudulent or risky behavior.
According to Verizon’s 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report, 30% of recorded data
breaches involved internal actors. Credential theft, social attacks (i.e. phishing and business email compromise) and errors caused a majority of the data breaches. Employees
working from home could be particularly vulnerable to these types of attacks, and as
such, prevention efforts by organizations should be focused here. Having a concise
internal policy response on suspicious links or email content, continuous vulnerability
management, secure configurations, email/web browser protections, account monitoring, implementation of security awareness/education/training and data governance will
help mitigate risk.
An additional risk factor to consider for organizations navigating the work from home
environment is time theft. Time theft occurs when employees take advantage of reduced oversight and inaccurately log work hours (although technology tools can counteract this form of fraud) or work inefficiently or not work at all while logged in. If time
theft runs rampant in your organization, it can ultimately impact productivity metrics
and profitability. This risk can be mitigated by enforcing a productivity assurance agreement across your employees, scheduling regular check-ins by managers, or by using
of time-tracking or key stroke monitoring software. While most business owners don’t
consider this a huge problem and trust their staff, time theft could lead to bigger issues
down the road if left unchecked.
Consumers/debtors are dealing with similar issues of identify theft, fraudulent transactions and rising security concerns. In February 2021, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) reported that cases of identity theft doubled in the U.S. last year. Disputes around
fraudulent payments are increasing as more and more payments are made via credit
card and via online and virtual channels.
The uptick in fraud and financial crimes is not going unnoticed. Investors are flocking
to the space given the growing market opportunity created in part by the pandemic. In
September 2020, BioCatch, an industry leader in behavioral biometrics, raised $20M
in additional Series C funding from Barclays, Citi HSBC and National Australian Bank
(bringing total funding above $200M). In January 2021, Equifax entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire Kount, an artificial intelligence fraud prevention and digital identity solution business for $640M. In February 2021, there was even a $300M SPAC (Special Purpose Acquisition Company) announced by Dave DeWalt (ex-CEO of FireEye and
McAfee) with the goal of merging with a cybersecurity business to take them public.
The statistics and data outlined above paint a dim outlook, but not to fret, there are a
few ways to help “curb the spread” of fraud and financial crimes. Understanding the
severity is the first step. Reassess your approach and controls related to address the
concern is the next order of business.
Oft overlooked is maintaining an updated data security policy for your organization to
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adhere to. If you haven’t already updated this to reflect the impact of COVID, it should
be a priority. A good reference guide is the RMAI ‘Data Security Policy’ certification
standard for certified businesses/vendors. This certification mandates that certified
businesses should be meeting, at a minimum, annually to perform a risk assessment on
internal/external factors (i.e. storage of consumer data, antivirus software, PII protection,
encryption, disposal, etc.). There are major financial and legal implications if your business is responsible for a data breach.
Transitioning to a remote work environment in an expedited manner (as many businesses were forced to do) creates risk. This risk can be mitigated by various factors such as;
requiring the use of secure networks, implementing firewalls or virus scanners on all authorized devices being used by employees, issuing company-owned devices to control
components as opposed to use of personal devices by employees, ensuring that only IT
administrators have credentialed access to monitor software updates, developing protocol for acceptable use policies for electronic devices and company data, providing annual security training to all employees, incentivize the use of multi-factor authentication
for email or other critical systems, frequently evaluating virtual private network (VPN),
virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), firewalls, anti-malware and intrusion prevention
software(s). While these may seem like exorbitant costs or measures to go through, but
the cost of a data breach may far exceed the initial spend. In a 2020 report published by
IBM regarding data breach, they estimated the average total cost incurred by an organization to be $3.86M. This varies across industries, with healthcare or financial services
often being even more costly (i.e. in 2019, a medical debt collector filed for bankruptcy
protection in the aftermath of a data breach).
Given the rapidly evolving nature of the industry, your IT team should be engaging in
regular dialogue with technology vendors that specialize in protecting your systems
from data breaches and fraud. Home grown (or proprietary) systems are good, but need
to be regularly updated to stay abreast of changes. Getting intelligent on your current
vendors, capabilities, policies and procedures will lead to more meaningful conversations.
The digital and virtual environment is here to stay… or as some may say the “new normal” – do your part to help “curb the spread” (of fraud) and stay diligent of the impacts
of fraud, especially in the remote work environment. It is not an easy feat and as such, it
will require prioritization amongst your management team. Consider updating policies/
procedures and leveraging technology vendors to limit you (and your client’s) exposure.
Don’t become a “super spreader”!
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Increasing Collections Success With the
Power of AI:
Ontario Systems Acquires Pairity to Help Clients Collect More Revenue
With Fewer Calls

Ontario Systems, an industry-leading provider of enterprise software that streamlines collections and accelerates payments, acquired technology provider Pairity in February 2021
to embed the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning in Ontario Systems’
collections workflow platforms.
Pairity’s dynamic approach to scoring accounts and guiding contact strategies, driven
entirely by AI machine learning and alternative data, transforms the collections process. In
contrast with third-party static scoring and scoring offered by other AI machine learning
vendors—which offer a snapshot in time based on limited inputs—Pairity continuously analyzes wide-ranging data to develop holistic consumer profiles, detect patterns, and help
refine contact strategies in real time.
Participants in Pairity’s first beta program in 2017 realized a 22% revenue increase within
six months, with fewer contacts needed and fewer complaints over the same period. Now,
across the board, Pairity’s clients have reduced their cost to collect while improving right
person contact rates, increasing average yield per account by up to 46%, and improving
overall collections by as much as 50%.
For Ontario Systems clients, Pairity’s technology will be deeply and seamlessly integrated
within the collections workflow, working quietly around the clock to connect and interpret
disparate data and provide a clear big-picture view of the entire collections portfolio.
Pairity’s “explainable AI” technology is built for regulatory compliance, with algorithm
decision making that’s both transparent and easy to understand. As a recognized compliance leader with 40+ years’ experience in the collections industry, Ontario Systems will
ensure Pairity continues to evolve to accommodate future regulatory changes.
Named the most innovative product at the 2019 CollectTech conference, Pairity will continue to help ARM organizations achieve new levels of success as part of Ontario Systems’
comprehensive suite of collections offerings. Visit Ontario Systems’ website to read about
the Pairity acquisition, or schedule a call to learn more.
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ARM in the 21st Century
By Simone Bertolone, Managing Director and Partner
at CollectionHub
Debt collection plays an important role in the economy that cannot be understated. The
modern economy is kept afloat by the confidence that money given out to borrowers
will be, at some point, collected – and that goods sold on credit will be paid for.
To keep both businesses and consumers safe, it is of paramount importance that the
industry evolves at the same pace as the financial industry and other sectors, such as
logistics, manufacturing, and consumer services have in the past 15 years.
My team and I first entered the industry at the end of 2017 with a vision and a whiteboard sketch for a product that would eliminate friction in the collection of unpaid
international obligations. What we did not know at the time, was that we were onboarding on a journey to discover an entire industry on the brink of its own digital revolution.
Three years and a residence at Singularity University later, my team and I have worked
with outdated receivables management processes at small, medium and large companies worldwide. We have recorded stunningly different collection rates between neighboring countries, for accounts of the same or similar size, age, that were industry vertical, that could ultimately be traced back to process inefficiencies and an industrial-sized
digital divide.
We believe we can almost predict the ways the industry is going to digitize and transform, as it is going to all but mirror the digitization of consumer financial services that
we have already witnessed. While the digital transformation of banking was accelerated
by EU-based startups (Revolut, N26, Transferwise), the digitization of ARM will very likely happen where the demand is greater, i.e. in North America.
Household and corporate debt reached record levels long before COVID-19 devastated,
albeit briefly, the American economy, forcing businesses to furlough or lay off employees, cut expenses, or take on additional debt. 51% of Americans report “that at least one
member of their household is dealing with reductions or loss of employment income”.
This macroeconomic scenario, alongside a foreseeable reduction of state and federal
support, inevitably requires bill collectors to use new and better approaches.
The international scenario is overall similar to the North American experience. By contrast, however, government support has focused more on suspending collections of
principal and interest amounts, and the economic recovery has been hampered by
inefficient vaccine campaigns and country-wide lockdowns.

Shifting Demand

Corporations and SMEs demand immediacy. They want to be able to scale rapidly. They
need to integrate and automate large and complicated processes. They want to save
money and increase efficiency, and they want to produce, market, sell and deliver their
product and services faster, better or at a lower price than their competitors. Consequently, the world is digitizing as fast as it possibly can to match the new demand.
There is a reason Fintech venture capital and corporate investment has increased nearly
every quarter for the past five years.
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At Collection Hub, the #1 customer inquiry we get is “we love your service... but how
can we scale this? How can we speed this up?” Our biggest customer employs 150 cash
specialists, and they look at us a means to reduce or retrain and relocate their workforce.
As providers of financial services, it is unthinkable to expect to be exempt from a wave
of digitization and disruption. Any company with an ambition to grow needs to adapt
a framework for digital onboarding, digital relationship and digital engagement – and
needs to do so no later than this year.
New business models, those that rely on digital relationship and digital engagement,
will require better approaches to debt negotiation, collection and financial help that also
rely on digital relationship and digital engagement.

Demonetization

A consequence of digitization is often demonetization. Demonetization causes products
to effectively lose monetary value. Zoom and Skype demonetized long-call phone tariffs,
iTunes demonetized the CDs and Record Stores. While a traditional collection agency
might consider itself safe from demonetization, I invite you to reflect harder on what lays
ahead.
We are entering a time when robotic collectors will become sophisticated enough to
demonetize the traditional collection agency. The very act of collecting, negotiating and
settling overdue payments will be commoditized and automized, effectively making
most collection agencies redundant.
The ones that will survive, and thrive, will be those able build a framework for those
activities to be performed, recorded, measured, and continuously improved. Incidentally,
51% of US collection agencies report employee benefits as a major expense. A targeted investment in robotic and automated collections could drastically reduce workforce
related expenses.
The number of active third-party debt collection firms in the US has steadily decreased
since 2011, shrunk by 15% to 6,669 companies in 2020. Experts believe the downward
trend will continue for years to come.

User Design

Technology-enabled “neobanks” often show better engagement and customer satisfaction than traditional banks because they have been built using the latest research on UX
designs, behavioral psychology, and accessibility. They have been built around the user,
and thousands of behavioral data points have gone into the product from day one.
Millennials and Generation Z, for example, are more easily reached via social media
and other digital channels, as they abandon more traditional means of communications
such as phone calls and emails. AI-enabled predictive replies to common messages can
streamline and accelerate resolution time (for example, users can be incentivized to respond to a debt settlement proposal by automatically suggesting 3 installment options.
The creditor’s preferred payment plan can be highlighted as “most convenient”, by using
a different font or color fill. In this example, the user absent-mindedly and conveniently
commits to a payment plan and links to their Apple/Google Pay account seconds after
15

being contacted, as they are used to making quick, impersonal choices).
Customer journeys and processes in established financial institutions (read: banks) on
the other hand have evolved over time, built upon decade-old legacies and preexisting
systems. A time traveler from the 1950 would easily understand all the banking products available to her and how to get them (probably by filling in a form at the same very
branch where she opened her first account 70 years ago).

The Modern Debt Collection Agency

If banks are to leverage data, AI, and quantum computers and truly become tech firms,
they will need to be entirely cloud based. They will take advantage of public cloud architectures, to decentralize their computing power, to leverage new cryptography, identity
and security frameworks that would not be possible to operate on premise.
To serve companies and financial institutions, the modern DCA will be cloud based and
API-enabled. It will seamlessly integrate with any ERP, CRM, and Accounting platform in
the world. It will be able to both read and write on those systems.
It will leverage the latest research on UX and UI design – Messages, payment reminders, log-in fields. UX plays an undisputedly huge role in any technological product.
Settling bills when money is short is an unpleasant experience that can be extremely
easy to put off and postpone: every barrier on the way to payment should be deleted,
every threatening message replaced with supportive and helpful ones. Third-party API
integrations, to a debt settlement agency or a financial counselor, for example, should
always be present.
The modern DCA, furthermore, will worry less about attracting and retaining consumer-facing talent (currently recognized as the main challenge in the industry), and more
about building a capable and skilled IT team, either domestically or abroad.

Behavioral Psychology

A word on the future role of collectors in understanding behavioral trends and emotional triggers. In short: how to help a person become more responsible with her finances
by understanding why she acts in a certain way. Financial Institutions, especially banks,
have enough data (and perhaps an overabundance) to analyze and apply to the field
of collections. In this instance, the role of a collection agency is to support the bank to
identify the most relevant collections and to leverage them properly. A modern collection agency should be able to sense a potential non-payment days or weeks ahead and
be able to predict the exact time of day or day of the week to ask about a missed payment.
About CollectionHub
CollectionHub is a two-sided marketplace for debt collection and credit management, connecting businesses with 500
collection
CollectionHub
is a two-sided marketplace for debt collection and credit management,
agencies in 133
countries.
connecting businesses
with
500 collection

agencies in 133
countries.
We work
with 100 companies and corporations in Europe and North America. CollectionHub is looking for collection
partners in the US and it is open to investment opportunities.

We work withAbout
100 Simone
companies
and corporations in Europe and North America. CollectionHub is
Bertolone
looking for collection
partnersUniversity
in the US
it is open
to investment
opportunities.
Simone is a Chapman
and and
SingularityU’s
alumnus.
He is Managing
Director and partner at CollectionHub
since February 2020.

You can contact him at simone@collectionhub.com.
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Nearshoring is Making a Comeback for
CX Resilience In 2021
By Don Berryman, EVP – Chief Commercial Officer
– North America Transcom Worldwide

It feels a little like nearshoring hasn’t been mentioned much recently in the business
journals. The COVID-19 pandemic and the immediate need to create a work-at-home
response has captured the attention of the business journalists over the past year, but
nearshoring has not fallen off the radar, it’s just had less attention from the business
journalists and industry analysts - and that’s understandable given the scale of the crisis
in 2020.
However, as we progress into 2021 this appears to be changing. Ryan Strategic Advisory
in Canada is in the process of publishing a major series of analysis on hidden gems that
are off the traditional nearshoring and offshoring track. In a September 2020 report, Peter Ryan identified Mexico, Colombia, and Central America as key locations that deserve
more attention from companies in the US.
Mexico has had a long and close relationship with the US thanks to the Nafta agreement and its replacement, the USMCA. This has led to the development of manufacturing industries in addition to services, but it is clear that in the Central and South America region, Colombia is the rising star.
Speaking recently to the UK’s Financial Times, Kirk Laughlin, founder and managing
director of Nearshore Americas, a news journal and consultancy in the technology
services industry, said: “Colombia has been the perennial superstar in our market in the
last three to four years.” Mr Laughlin cites the country’s close alliance with the US, the
strong work ethic of its population and a supportive government as key advantages.
In the same FT article, Colombia’s Trade and industry minister José Manuel Restrepo
declared his confidence that Colombia can compete with Mexico. “This is a country
which from the start of this government has declared itself . . . in favor of the private sector and pro-business.”
Colombia has recently seen major investment in the service sector, such as customer
service processes. The government clearly has plans for development in several industries, but the customer service specialists are already there - brands like Amazon have
chosen Colombia to be their nearshore hub and Transcom recently opened our own
facility in Bogotá. We really believe that Colombia will be at the heart of American nearshoring in the 2020s.
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As I mentioned at the start of this article, the unusual focus on work-at-home-agents
changed how we talked about customer service strategies in 2020. With so much attention on fire-fighting and survival there was not much attention on any other topics or
ideas - including nearshoring.
I believe that this is about to change though and one of the key reasons is the post-pandemic need to focus on business resilience. Nobody will want to see the disruption of
2020 repeated ever again, so smart customer service leaders will need to be thinking
along these lines:
1. W@H: how do I build flexibility into my customer service operation so we can use the
contact center, but team members can also work at home when needed? This should
increase the agility of the team to adapt to unusual circumstances - like lockdowns - but
will also create a more flexible working environment.
2. Self-service and automation: customer expectations are increasing and behavior is
changing. Customers often ask their Alexa device or smartphone for help before calling
a customer service number so we need smarter ways to integrate these requests for
help into the customer journey using intelligent automation to help where possible.
3. Geographies: it just makes sense to not place all your eggs in one basket - 2020 was
a tough lesson for many corporate leaders. If your entire customer service operation
was based in a location with strict lockdowns then it would have been very difficult to
keep on answering those calls. Thinking about nearshoring as a resilience strategy will
be a popular idea in 2021.
Nearshoring is making a comeback after a quiet 2020 where the focus was mainly on
survival. The vaccine rollout is underway so although the pandemic is not quite in the
past, we can see light at the end of the tunnel and this means that you need to start
planning now for the customer service strategy you want to build in a post-pandemic
world.
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An Intelligent Solution to Accelerating
Agent Productivity
Automating after-call wrap with Speech AI increases
productivity by 25%

For accounts receivables firms and collection agencies, it’s crucial to understand how
agents spend their day. This knowledge is central to long-term success and profitability.
Debt collection agents interact with debtors many times before collecting payments.
Therefore, agents must take notes following each call with debtors. These notes ensure
agents making follow-up calls have access to previous interactions with the debtor.
Despite their importance, the note-taking process is a clear drain on productivity. It
reduces an agent’s up-time and time on calls to debtors, which impacts profitability.
Agents have several tasks to complete in after-call wrap-up, besides taking notes. For
example, they need to disposition calls, post payments, and set follow-up reminders.
Depending on the nature of the call, they may also need to chat with their supervisors.
For an average agent, taking notes and wrapping up a call takes almost as much time
as the call itself. On average, it uses up between 20% and 25% of an agent’s day —
nearly two hours.
Although this is a considerable portion of the agent’s day, it often goes undetected. Taking place across several small windows, note-taking takes approximately 60 seconds. In
other words, it’s an invisible parasite, delivering death by a million cuts.
Time is one thing, but what does this note-taking cost in financial terms? Conservative
estimates predict it costs businesses $10,000 per agent each year!
The costs associated with this downtime are apparent. However, it’s likely this is only
part of the story. The time lost is easy to quantify, with agents spending 20-25% of their
time in wrap-up. But our research shows after-call wrap-up also mentally distracts
agents. This distraction and constant context-switching substantially affects their productivity throughout the day. Given these findings, it’s likely the impact on productivity
is far more significant.
ProNotes, developed by Prodigal, is a gamechanger for the credit and collections industry. This application is a first-of-its-kind AI solution. It works by automating the after-call
wrap-up to unlock up to 25% of an agent’s time.
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During wrap-up, agents complete tasks such as writing up call notes and dispositioning.
Speech AI can automate these tasks and enhance agent productivity in following ways:
1.Reduce distraction, enabling agents to give borrowers 100% of their attention.
2.Eliminate inaccuracies and human subjectivity from manual call notes.
3.Decrease QA review time by standardizing note-taking and dispositioning workflows.
Do you want to drive productivity and profitability for your collection agency? Modern
machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) methods can help you achieve this.
Clients already using ProNotes describe a massive spike in productivity, with significant
cost savings. For example, a collection agency with 120 agents saves $1.5 million each
year. How? By automating after-call wrap-up—all thanks to ProNotes!
For more information, download the full ProNotes whitepaper here.

About Prodigal
Prodigal is a pioneer of Collection Intelligence, a new category of AI software that enables lenders, debt buyers,
and collection agencies to quickly and efficiently collect accounts receivables.
Prodigal’s cloud-native Collection Intelligence platform delivers actionable insights for the credit and collections
industry. These insights maximize revenue, optimize operations, and minimize compliance risk.
Prodigal’s headquarters are in Mountain View, California. Prodigal is built by a team that has stellar backgrounds at the
intersection of financial services, data science and AI. For more information, visit: https://www.prodigaltech.com/
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Contact CAS to confidentially discuss your growth and exit interests. Contact Allie Baurer at
abaurer@corpadvisorysolutions.com to submit an article or advertisement.

WE GET DEALS DONE.
Learn more about our CAS team members here.
www.corpadvisorysolutions.com
2001 Market Street
Suite 2500
Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-717-8719
* Certain members of CAS are registered with and securities transactions conducted through StillPoint Capital, LLC, Tampa,
FL. Member FINRA/SIPC. StillPoint Capital is not affiliated with Corporate Advisory Solutions, LLC.
The content available on or through this e-letter is in no way intended to and shall not be construed to constitute professional legal, tax or financial advice. Corporate Advisory Solutions disclaims any liability or loss
in connection with the content contained in this e-letter.
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